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Introduction: The FiberCup phantom [1], originating from the FiberCup contest at MICCAI 2009 [2], was developed for quantitative comparison of multi-fiber 
diffusion models and tractography algorithms.  The phantom is a planar arrangement of seven fiber pathways designed to mimic a coronal cross-section of the human 
brain, and as such contains several fiber crossing’s and kissing’s of different curvature.  Phantom datasets and tools for quantitative tractography evaluation are 
published online [3].  The data available, however, is limited to three diffusion-weightings along 64 gradient directions, thus restricting analysis to single- or multi-shell 
q-space methods including multi-tensor models, and some model-free approaches (e.g. q-Ball Imaging, and Spherical Deconvolution).  The aim of this work was to 
develop a q-space simulation of the FiberCup phantom geometry to permit comparison against Diffusion Spectrum Imaging and related undersampled q-space 
approaches (e.g. DSI methods employing Partial Fourier and Compressed Sensing concepts).  We outline development of the simulated phantom, and show tractography 
results from Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI), Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI-203), Constrained Spherical Deconvolution (CSD) and analytical Q-Ball Imaging 
(QBI) analysis of the synthesized data. 
Methods: Starting from the FiberCup geometry [1], Adobe Illustrator [4] was used to create an accurate vector drawing (Figure 1) of the fiber pathways.  In each of the 
seven fiber pathways (white), nine fiber bundles were represented by parallel lines (orange), which were subsequently “cut” by a 64x64 grid (blue) representing the 
finite imaging resolution (Figure 2).  Figure 3 shows individual fiber segments in one of the crossing regions, while Figure 4 highlights eight fiber segments of a single 
voxel containing three different fiber pathways.  An Adobe Illustrator “ExtendScript” program was written to output the coordinates of the start- and end-point of all 
2733 individual fiber segments shown in Figure 2 to a text file, from which individual fiber orientations could be calculated.  While each voxel may contain many fiber 
segments, as in Figure 4, the number of significantly different orientations is at most three, and so a clustering algorithm was used to group similar orientations.  Figure 
5 depicts the clustered fiber orientations corresponding to Figure 4.  The clustered orientations established the ground truth of fiber orientations per voxel, while the 
lengths of clustered fiber segments established the fraction of each fiber orientation within a voxel.  
 

  
Figure 1 – FiberCup phantom 

fiber pathways. 
Figure 2 – Fiber bundles in fiber 

pathways, with grid overlay. 
Figure 3 – Continuous fiber 

segments in a crossing region. 
Figure 4 – Detail of eight fibers 

crossing in a single voxel. 
Figure 5 – Clustered fiber 

orientations of Fig 4. 
 
For any voxel a normalized diffusion-weighted signal was synthesized by a Gaussian mixture model comprising up to three unique fiber orientations; each fiber was 
modeled with principle diffusivities such that FA=0.8 for a single fiber.  The simulation did not include B0 inhomogeniety artifacts or T2-weighting. 
To illustrate the accuracy and versatility of the simulation phantom, four data sets were created and analyzed: 1) DTI with 55 gradient directions and diffusion-weighting 
b=1000 s/mm2, 2) DSI-203: 203 q-space samples with bmax=4000 s/mm2, 3) CSD and 4) analytical QBI with 60 gradient directions and diffusion-weighting b=3000 
s/mm2.  In all cases the SNR of the b=0 s/mm2 volume was 30, and four b=0 s/mm2 acquisitions were simulated.  DTI data was processed using in-house code and used a 
vector interpolation tracking algorithm.  Fiber directions for DSI-203 and QBI were generated by in-house code with tractography performed by DSI Studio [5].  mrTrix 
[6] was used for CSD.  Track paths from all methods were displayed and filtered in TrackVis [7]. 
Results: Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 illustrate tractography results from DTI, DSI-203, CSD and analytical QBI analysis, respectively.  For clarity, only tracks through 16 
single voxel ROIs are shown.  While DTI clearly fails to resolve fiber orientations correctly in crossing regions, the remaining approaches show varying degrees of 
success that could be evaluated with the existing FiberCup quantitative metrics [3].  
 

  
Figure 6 – DTI Figure 7 – DSI-203 Figure 8 – CSD Figure 9 – analytical QBI 

 
Discussion: The illustrations of tractography, produced by a variety of diffusion-weighted MRI analysis methods, support the accuracy and flexibility of the simulation 
in modeling a moderately complex multi-fiber phantom.  It is now possible to include DSI and undersampled q-Space methods, such as those involving partial Fourier 
and Compressed Sensing concepts, in the comparison of methods applied to the FiberCup phantom.  Combined with the existing FiberCup evaluation metrics [3], this 
simulation becomes a valuable tool for rigorous quantitative comparison of fiber orientation estimation errors and tractography produced by different algorithms.  This 
is an important development as it allows comparison of different methods, under a wide range of conditions and tradeoffs, and thus helps in selecting an optimum fiber 
reconstruction method given a set of imaging conditions. 
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